Abstract. In the last decades many authors have become interested in the study of multilinear and polynomial generalizations of families of operator ideals (such as, for instance, the ideal of absolutely summing operators). However, these generalizations must keep the essence of the given operator ideal and there seems not to be a universal method to achieve this. The main task of this paper is to discuss, study, and introduce multilinear and polynomial extensions of the aforementioned operator ideals taking into account the already existing methods of evaluating the adequacy of such generalizations. Besides this subject's intrinsic mathematical interest, the main motivation is our belief (based on facts that shall be presented) that some of the already existing approaches are not adequate.
Introduction and historical background
A well-known fact from an undergraduate Analysis course states that, in R, a series converges absolutely if and only if it is unconditionally convergent; this result was proved by J.P.G.L. Dirichlet in 1829. For infinite-dimensional Banach spaces the situation is quite different: on the one hand for ℓ p spaces with 1 < p < ∞, for example, it is quite easy to construct an unconditionally convergent series which fails to be absolutely convergent. On the other hand, for ℓ 1 and some other Banach spaces the answer to this problem is far from being straightforward. The special case of ℓ 1 was solved in 1947 by M.S. Macphail [42] through a very elaborated construction.
The question of whether every infinite-dimensional Banach space has an unconditionally convergent series which fails to be absolutely convergent was raised by Banach [4, p. 40] (see also Problem 122 in the Scottish Book [46] , proposed by S. Mazur and W. Orlicz). In 1950, A. Dvoretzky and C.A. Rogers [31] solved this question in the positive:
Theorem (Dvoretzky-Rogers, 1950 ). The unconditionally convergent series and absolutely summing convergent series coincide in a Banach space E if and only if dim E = ∞.
The above result encouraged the curiosity of the genius of A. Grothendieck, who rapidly presented a different proof of this result in his Ph.D. dissertation [35] . Grothendieck's famous Résumé [34] (see also [24] for a modern and thorough study) and [35] are, essentially, the beginning of the theory of absolutely summing operators. More precisely, in view of Dvoretzky-Rogers' striking result, the idea of investigating linear operators that transform unconditionally convergent series into absolutely convergent series seemed natural and was the birth of the notion of absolutely summing operators (a linear operator u : E → F is absolutely summing if u(x j ) is absolutely convergent whenever x j is unconditionally convergent). Soon after, Grothendieck proved a quite surprising result asserting that every continuous linear operator from ℓ 1 to ℓ 2 (or to any Hilbert space) is absolutely summing (this kind of result is now called a coincidence theorem). This result is a consequence of an intriguing inequality which Grothendieck himself called "the fundamental theorem of the metric theory of tensor products". Grothendieck's inequality has important applications ( [3, 32] ) and still has some hidden mysteries such as the precise value of Grothendieck's constant. For a recent work on the estimates for Grothendieck's constant we refer to [12] .
The modern notion of absolutely (p; q)-summing operators was introduced in the 1960's by A. Pietsch [63] and B. Mitiagin and A. Pe lczyński [49] . Besides its intrinsic mathematical interest and deep mathematical motivation, it has shown to be a very important tool in general Banach space theory. For instance, and just to cite some, using the theory of absolutely summing operators one can show that every normalized unconditional basis of ℓ 1 is equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ 1 and also that, for 1 < p < ∞, there is a normalized unconditional basis of ℓ p which is not equivalent to the unit vector basis of ℓ p .
Throughout this paper N represents the set of all positive integers and N m := {1, ..., m}. Also, E, E 1 , . . . , E n , F, G, G 1 , ..., G n , H will stand for Banach spaces over K = R or C, the topological dual of E is represented by E * and B E * denotes its closed unit ball. The symbol W (B E * ) represents the probability measures in the Borel sets of B E * with the weak-star topology. We will denote the space of all continuous n-linear operators from E 1 × · · · × E n into F by L(E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) or L n (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ). Also, we recall that an n-homogeneous polynomial P : E → F is a map so that P (x) =P (x, . . . , x), whereP represents the unique symmetric n-linear map associated to P . The corresponding space (endowed with the sup norm) is represented by P( n E; F ). For the theory of polynomials and multilinear operators acting on Banach spaces we refer to [29, 50] .
For 0 < p < ∞, the space of all sequences (x j ) ∞ j=1 in E such that (ϕ (x j )) ∞ j=1 ∈ ℓ p , for every ϕ ∈ E * is denoted by ℓ w p (E) . When endowed with the norm (p-norm if 0 < p < 1)
the space ℓ w p (E) is complete. We recall that if 0 < q ≤ p < ∞ a continuous linear operator
. In this case we write u ∈ Π (p;q) (E; F ). For p = q = 1 this notion coincides with the concept of absolutely summing operator. For classical results on absolutely summing operators we refer to [23, 48, 74] and references therein (recent results can also be checked in [11, 39, 53] ). The concept of absolutely summing operators has some natural linear extensions such as the notions of mixing (p; q)-summing operators (due to A. Pietsch and B. Maurey) and (p; q; r)-summing operators (due to A. Pietsch). It is worth mentioning that these concepts were not just constructed to simply generalize the notion of absolutely (p; q)-summing operators; these notions have their particular reasons to be investigated (see [67, p. 359] ).
In the 1980's, Pietsch [66] suggested a multilinear approach to the theory of absolutely summing operators and, more generally, to the theory of operator ideals. Since then, several authors were attracted by the subject and also non-multilinear approaches have appeared (see [16, 17, 37, 43, 45, 57] ). The adequate way of lifting the notion of a given operator ideal to the multilinear and polynomial settings is a delicate matter. For example, in the case of the ideal of absolutely summing linear operators, there are several different approaches to the polynomial and multilinear contexts (see [57, 61] and references therein). The abstract notions of (global) holomorphy types (see [7, 52] ), coherent and compatible ideals (see [14] ) shed some light on what kind of approach is more adequate.
Recently, in 2003, the notion of multiple summing multilinear operators (and polynomials) was introduced (see [44, 62] ) but, as a matter of fact, the origin of this notion dates back to [6, 41, 71] . Several indicators from the theory of summing operators and from the theory of (multi-) ideals show that this is one of the most adequate approaches to the nonlinear theory of absolutely summing operators. For results on multiple summing multilinear operators we refer to [10, 21, 60, 62, 68, 69] .
Notwithstanding the quick success of the theory of multiple summing multilinear operators, some recent papers related to multilinear summability seem to have overlooked its advantages. More precisely, the multilinear notions of mixing summing operators and absolutely (p; q; r)-summing multilinear operators were introduced following a different perspective (see [1, 72] ). The point is that these approaches do not carry out the essence of the respective linear concepts and this lack is clearly corroborated by the notions of coherence, compatibility and holomorphy types.
In this paper we present multilinear and polynomial notions of absolutely (p; q; r)-summing operators and mixing summing operators which follow the philosophy of the idea of multiple summability. Among other results, the adequacy of our approach is evaluated by proving that our new definitions provide coherent sequences, compatible and also (global) holomorphy types.
Below we recall the notions of mixing summing operators and absolutely (p; q; r)-summing operators.
1.1. Mixing summing operators. Let 0 < p ≤ s ≤ ∞ and r such that
In this case, consider
where the infimum is taken over all possible representations of (x i ) ∞ i=1 in the above form. The space of all (s; p)-mixed summable sequences in E is represented by ℓ mx (s,p) (E). It is not difficult to prove that ℓ mx (s,p) (E) is a complete normed (p-normed if 0 < p < 1) space. It is immediate that, for 0 < p ≤ s ≤ ∞, one always has
isometrically. Let us now recall the linear concept of mixing summing linear operators (see [65] ):
for all x 1 , . . . , x m ∈ E and m ∈ N. The infimum of all such constants σ is represented by π mx(s,p) (u).
The terminology "mixing" is motivated by the fact that a continuous linear operator u : E → F is (s, p)-mixing summing precisely when u maps every weakly p-summable sequence ( [47] and the theory has shown to be sufficiently rich to be investigated by its own (see [19, Section 32] ).
1.2.
Absolutely (p; q; r)-summing operators. The concept of absolutely (p; q; r)-summing linear operators is due to A. Pietsch [64, 65] . If 0 < p, q < ∞ and 0 < r ≤ ∞ and 1
a continuous linear operator u : E → F is absolutely (p; q; r)-summing (u ∈ Π as(p;q;r) (E; F )) if there is a constant C > 0 such that
for all positive integer m, and all x 1 , . . . , x m in E and ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m in F * . When r = ∞, we recover the classical notion of absolutely (p; q)-summing operators. For details we refer to [38, 65, 67] .
The space composed by all continuous linear operators from E to F that are absolutely (p; q; r)-summing shall be represented by Π as(p;q;r) (E; F ). The infimum of the constants C satisfying the inequality (1.3) defines a norm (p-norm if 0 < p < 1) in Π as(p;q;r) (E; F ) , denoted by π (p;q;r) (u). If r = ∞ we use the classical notation of absolutely (p; q)-summing operators, Π (p;q) (E; F ) and π (p;q) for the norm.
If we allow
r we would have Π as(p;q;r) (E; F ) = {0} (see [27, p. 196] ) and, for this reason, we ask for
r in the definition above. 1.3. Operator ideals, multi-ideals and polynomial ideals. The theory of operator ideals goes back to J.W. Calkin [13] , H. Weyl [75] and further work of A. Grothendieck [33] . However, only in the 70's, with A. Pietsch [65] , the theory was organized in the modern presentation (see also [25, 36] ). For historical details we suggest [67] and for applications we refer to [25] .
An operator ideal I is a subclass of the class L 1 of all continuous linear operators between Banach spaces such that for all Banach spaces E and F its components
satisfy the following: (Oa) I(E; F ) is a linear subspace of L 1 (E; F ) which contains the finite rank operators.
The operator ideal is called a normed operator ideal if there is a function
When I(E; F ) with the norm above is always complete, I is called a Banach operator ideal.
Absolutely summing operators and the two related aforementioned concepts are examples of operator ideals. Other examples include the compact, weakly compact, strictly singular operators, etc.
The notion of multi-ideals is also due to Pietsch [66] . For each positive integer n, let L n denote the class of all continuous n-linear operators between Banach spaces. An ideal of multilinear mappings
L n of all continuous multilinear operators between Banach spaces such that for a positive integer n, Banach spaces E 1 , . . . , E n and F , the components
. . , E n ; F ) which contains the n-linear mappings of finite type.
(
When all the components M n (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) are complete under this (quasi-) norm, M is called a (quasi-) Banach multi-ideal. For a fixed multi-ideal M and a positive integer n, the class
is called ideal of n-linear mappings.
Similarly, for each positive integer n, let P n denote the class of all continuous n-homogeneous polynomials between Banach spaces. A polynomial ideal Q is a subclass of the class P = ∞ n=1 P n of all continuous homogeneous polynomials between Banach spaces so that for all n ∈ N and all Banach spaces E and F , the components
is a linear subspace of P n ( n E; F ) which contains the finite-type polynomials.
If there exists a map
is a (quasi-) norm for all Banach spaces E and F and all n;
Q is called (quasi-) normed polynomial ideal. If all components Q n ( n E; F ) are complete, Q, · Q is called a (quasi-) Banach ideal of polynomials (or (quasi-) Banach polynomial ideal). For a fixed ideal of polynomials Q and n ∈ N, the class
is called ideal of n-homogeneous polynomials. A crucial question in the theory of Banach polynomial ideals (and multi-ideals) is the following:
Given an operator ideal, is there a natural method to define a related multi-ideal and polynomial ideal without loosing its essence? As mentioned before, in general a given operator ideal has several different possible extensions to multi-ideals and polynomial ideals. In an attempt of filtering what approaches are better than others the notions of coherence, compatibility (and in some sense holomorphy types) are quite helpful.
In the last decades several authors have been interested in investigating multilinear and polynomial generalizations of certain operator ideals, such as the ideal of absolutely summing operators. But the search for the correct approach is not an easy task. The generalizations must keep the essence of the given operator ideal and there seems to be no universal receipt for it.
The main goal of this paper is to discuss and introduce multilinear and polynomial extensions of the aforementioned operator ideals (from Subsections 1.1 and 1.2) taking into account the existent methods of evaluating the adequacy of such generalizations. Besides the intrinsic mathematical interest of the subject, the main motivation of this paper is that we believe (based on concrete facts) that the previous approaches were not adequate.
Coherence and compatibility
The notions of coherent sequences of ideals of polynomials and compatible ideals of polynomials, which we recall below, are important tools for evaluating polynomial extensions of a given operator ideal. The essence of these concepts rests in the searching of harmony between the levels of homogeneity (n-linearity) of a polynomial ideal and connections (compatibility) with the case of linear operators (n = 1). In the following if P ∈ P ( n E; F ), then P a k ∈ P n−k E; F is defined by
Definition 2.1 (Compatible ideals, [14] ). Let U be a normed ideal of linear operators. A normed ideal of n-homogeneous polynomials U n is compatible with U if there exist positive constants α 1 and α 2 such that for every Banach spaces E and F , the following conditions hold: (i) For each P ∈ U n (E; F ) and a ∈ E, P a n−1 belongs to U (E; F ) and
(ii) For each T ∈ U (E; F ) and γ ∈ E * , γ n−1 T belongs to U n (E; F ) and
For the sake of simplicity, we will sometimes write "the sequence (U n ) ∞ n=1 is compatible with U" instead of writing "U n is compatible with U for every n". Besides, when we write "the sequence (U n ) ∞ n=1 fails to be compatible with U" we are saying that at least for some n, the ideal U n is not compatible with U. Definition 2.2 (Coherent sequence of polynomial ideals [14] (i) For each P ∈ U k+1 (E; F ) and a ∈ E, P a belongs to U k (E; F ) and
(ii) For each P ∈ U k (E; F ) and γ ∈ E * , γP belongs to U k+1 (E; F ) and
The first multilinear and polynomial approaches to summability
In 1989, R. Alencar and M.C. Matos [2] explored the following concept of absolutely summing multilinear operators, which was essentially introduced by Pietsch:
for all m ∈ N and x j ∈ E, with j = 1, . . . , m.
The space of all n-linear operators satisfying (3.1) will be denoted by L as(p;p1,...,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ). When p 1 = · · · = p n = q, we simply write L as(p;q) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ). For n = 1 we use the classical notation Π (p;q) instead of L as(p;q) . For polynomials we write P as(p;q) ( n E; F ). For other approaches we mention [9, 18, 21, 28] and references therein. The successful notion of multiple summing multilinear operators will be mentioned in the Section 4.
In the case of mixing summing operators, the multilinear/polynomial theory was investigated by C.A. Soares in his Ph.D. dissertation [72] . However, the definition considered in [72] is an extension of Definition 3.1 and, as it happens to the concept of absolutely summing multilinear operators, it inherits its weaknesses.
m ∈ E n . Analogously P ∈ P( n E; F ) is mixing (s, q; p)-summing if there exists a constant C ≥ 0 such that
If p 1 = · · · = p n = p, the operator T is said (s, q; p)-mixing summing. The following multilinear generalization of (p; q; r)-summing operators was recently introduced by D. Achour [1] : Definition 3.3. Let 0 < p, q 1 , . . . , q n < ∞ and 0 < r ≤ ∞ with
An n-linear map T ∈ L(E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) is absolutely (p; q 1 , . . . , q n ; r)-summing if there is a C ≥ 0 so that
Analogously an nhomogeneous polynomial P ∈ P( n E; F ) is absolutely (p; q; r)-summing if there exists a constant
for all m ∈ N, ϕ j ∈ F * and x j ∈ E, with j = 1, . . . , m.
We denote the space of all absolutely (p; q 1 , . . . , q n ; r)-summing n-linear operators by L as(p;q1,...,qn;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) .
When q 1 = · · · = q n = q we just write L as(p;q;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ). When r = ∞ we recover the notion of absolutely (p; q 1 , . . . , q n )-summing multilinear mappings L as(p;q1,...,qn) due to Alencar and Matos [2] . More precisely, (3.4) L as(p;q1,...,qn;∞) = L as(p;q1,...,qn) .
and T is absolutely (p; q 1 , . . . , q n ; r)-summing, then T = 0. It is not difficult to prove that (3.5) L as(p;q1,...,qn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) ⊂ L as(p;q1,...,qn;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) for all Banach spaces E 1 , . . . , E n , F and r > 0.
3.1. The lack of coherence and compatibility. The class of absolutely (p; q)-summing nhomogeneous polynomials will be denoted by P n as(p;q) . As before, the space of all n-homogeneous polynomials P : E → F in P n as(p;q) is represented by P as(p;q) ( n E; F ) . The notions of absolutely (p; q; r)-summing polynomials and mixing summing polynomials are denoted in a similar way.
It can be easily seen that P n as(p;q) ∞ n=1 in general fails to be coherent and compatible with Π as(p;q) . In fact for any positive integer n ≥ 2 and any real number 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 we know that
for all Banach spaces F . This result is an obvious deviation from the spirit of the linear ideal of absolutely summing operators since
if and only if p = 1 and F is a Hilbert space (see [40] ). This situation also proves that P n as(1;1)
is not coherent or compatible with Π as (1;1) . We also know that P n as(p;q)
in general is not a (global) holomorphy type.
Since P |T (e i , e j )| [20, 21, 30, 51, 58] .
In his Ph.D. dissertation, D. Pérez-García [59] remarked that the Bohnenblust-Hille inequality can be viewed as a result of the theory of multiple summing operators.
Theorem 4.1 (Bohnenblust-Hille). If E 1 , . . . , E n are Banach spaces and T ∈ L(E 1 , . . . , E n ; K), then there exists a constant C n ≥ 0 such that
for every positive integer N and x (k) j ∈ E k , k = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , N.
The inequality above can be regarded as a result in the theory of multiple summing multilinear operators. Recall that for 1 ≤ q 1 , . . . , q n ≤ p < ∞, an n-linear operator T : E 1 × · · · × E n → F is multiple (p; q 1 , . . . , q n )-summing (T ∈ L mas(p;q1,...,qn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F )) if there exists C > 0 such that
The infimum of all C's satisfying (4.2), denoted by T (r;r1,...,rn) , defines a complete norm if r ≥ 1 (r-norm, if r ∈ (0, 1)) in L mas(r;r1,...,rn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ). If r 1 = · · · = r n = s we just write (r; s), and when r = s we replace (r; r) by r. For n = 1 this concept also coincides with the classical notion of absolutely summing linear operators and, for this reason, we keep the usual notation π (r;s) (T ) instead of T (r;s) for the norm of T. The essence of the notion of multiple summing multilinear operators, for bilinear operators, can also be traced back to [71] . For recent results in the theory of multiple summing operators we refer to [8, 22, 60, 68] and references therein.
5.
Multiple (p; q 1 , . . . , q n ; r)-summing multilinear operators
In this section we introduce the notion of multiple (p; q 1 , . . . , q n ; r)-summing multilinear operators and, as we shall see in the next sections, the polynomial version of this concept is coherent and compatible with the (linear) operator ideal of (p; q; r)-summing operators.
Definition 5.1. Let m ∈ N, p, r, q 1 , . . . , q n ≥ 1 and E 1 , . . . , E n , F be Banach spaces. A continuous multilinear operator T : E 1 × · · · × E n → F is multiple (p; q 1 , . . . , q n ; r)-summing when
Sometimes we shall simply write j ∈ N n to denote j = (j 1 , . . . , j n ) ∈ N n . The vector space formed by the multiple (p; q 1 , . . . , q n ; r)-summing multilinear operators from E 1 × · · · × E n to F shall be represented by L mas(p;q1,...,qn;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F )). When q 1 = · · · = q n = q, we simply write L mas(p;q;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ).
As it happens in other similar classes, the class L mas(p;q1,...,qn;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) has a characterization by means of inequalities: Theorem 5.2. The following assertions are equivalent for T ∈ L (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ):
(i) T ∈ L mas(p;q1,...,qn;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; for some i, then L mas(p;q1,...,qn;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) = {0}. In fact, we first prove that if T ∈ L mas(p;q1,...,qn;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) , then, for any a ∈ E 1 , the map
is multiple (p; q 2 , . . . , q n ; r)-summing and (5.4) T mas(p;q2,...,qn;r) ≤ a T mas(p;q1,...,qn;r) .
So, if
..,qn;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) = {0}. In fact, suppose that
r . So, using (5.3), we know that if T ∈ L mas(p;q1,...,qn;r) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) then T a2,...,an ∈ L as(p;q1;r) (E 1 ; F ) for all a 2 ∈ E 2 , . . . , a n ∈ E n . It follows that T a2,...,an = 0 and hence T = 0. So, in order to avoid trivialities we shall suppose is a Banach multi-ideal. If M is a (quasi-) normed ideal of multilinear mappings, the class P M = P ∈ P n ;P ∈ M, n ∈ N ,
, is a (quasi-) normed ideal of polynomials, called polynomial ideal generated by M. If M is (quasi-) Banach, then P M is (quasi-) Banach (see [7, p. 46] ).
Thus, the class P n mas(p;q;r) = P ∈ P n ;P ∈ L n mas(p;q;r) , with P P n mas(p;q;r) := P mas(p;q;r)
, ia a Banach polynomial ideal. Proof. If P ∈ P n mas(p;q;r) ( n E; F ) and a ∈ E, thenP ∈ L n mas(p;q;r) ( n E; F ) and, from (5.3) and (5.4), P a ∈ L n−1 mas(p;q;r) n−1 E; F . Hence P a ∈ P n−1 mas(p;q;r) n−1 E; F with P a P n−1 mas(p;q;r)
≤ a P P n mas(p;q;r)
.
. . ., x n+1 , where [k] . . . means that the k-th coordinate is missing. Let m ∈ N, x (k) j ∈ E, with j = 1, . . . ., m and k = 1, . . . , n + 1; let ϕ j1...jn+1 ∈ F * with j 1 , . . . , j n+1 = 1, . . . ., m. Using the triangle inequality we have
. . ., x Thus, from the Minkowski inequality we have
. . ., x (n+1) jn+1 m j1,...,jn+1=1 p (5.5)
Note that each one of the n + 1 terms of (5.6) can be re-written as 
j2 for all j 2 = 1, . . . ., m, z
j2 for all j 2 = 1, . . . ., m, . . . (1) j1
Using the same idea for the other n terms of (5.6), we obtain
Finally we conclude that γP is multiple (p; q; r)-summing and γP P n+1 mas(p;q;r)
≤ γ P mas(p;q;r)
= γ P P n mas(p;q;r)
The items (i) and (ii) from Definition 2.1 are obtained in a similar way.
Multiple mixing summing operators
In this section we introduce the notion of multiple mixing summing multilinear operators (and polynomials) which is coherent and compatible with the respective operator ideal. As another indicator that this is a correct approach to nonlinear mixing summability, we prove a quotient theorem for multilinear operators similar to the one for mixing summing linear operators. Definition 6.1. Let 0 < p 1 , . . . , p n ≤ q ≤ s < ∞ . An n-linear operator A ∈ L(E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) is multiple (s, q; p 1 , . . . , p n )-mixing summing if there exists a constant σ ≥ 0 such that
In this case we define
A mx(s,q;p1,...,pn) = inf σ.
If p 1 = · · · = p n = p, we say that A is multiple (s, q; p)-mixing summing. The space of all multiple (s, q; p 1 , . . . , p n )-mixing summing is represented by Π mx(s,q;p1,...,pn) . In order to avoid trivialities in the definition of multiple (s, q; p 1 , . . . , p n ) mixing summing operators, we assume that p k ≤ q, for all k = 1, . . . , n. In fact, one can check that if T ∈ L(E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) is multiple (s, q; p 1 , . . . , p n ) mixing summing and q < p k , for some k, then T = 0.
The following result, whose proof is standard and we omit, characterizes multiple (s, q; p 1 , . . . , p n ) mixing summing operators as those which take adequate weakly summable sequences into adequate mixed summable sequences:
mixing summing if, and only if,
regardless of the choice of (x
pn (E n ). In fact the proof of the previous proposition also shows that A is multiple (s, q; p 1 , . . . , p n )-mixing summing if, and only if, the n-linear operator
The main result of this section (Theorem 6.4) is a consequence of the following powerful characterization of mixed summable sequences due to Maurey [47] (see also [65, 16.4.3] ):
and only if,
The next theorem shows that our concept has a characterization similar to the linear case (see [19] ): 
i ∈ E l ; i = 1, . . . , m, l = 1, . . . , n and ϕ j ∈ F * with j = 1, . . . , k. Furthermore, A mx(s,q;p1,...,pn) = inf σ.
Proof. We split the proof into two cases.
and so by Theorem 6.3 and by (6.3) we obtain
Hence, A ∈ Π mx(q,q;p1,...,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) and A mx(q,q;p1,...,pn) ≤ σ. Conversely, suppose that A ∈ Π mx(q,q;p1,...,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ). Given
m ∈ E n and ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ k ∈ F * , if
..,jn .y j1,...,jn , where (τ j1,...,jn ) j1,...,jn∈N ∈ ℓ ∞ and (y j1,...,jn ) j1,...,jn∈N ∈ ℓ w q (F ; N n ) we have
..,jn ) j∈N n ∞ (y j1,...,jn ) j∈N n w,q .
Taking the infimum in both sides, we obtain
Therefore inf σ ≤ A mx(q,q;p1,...,pn) and with the last inequality we obtain A mx(q,q;p1,...,pn) = inf σ.
(ii) Case s > q. Let A ∈ Π mx(s,q;p1,...,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ). Given 0 = ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ k ∈ F * we define the probability measure 
From the previous equalities and from Theorem 6.3 we have 
and we obtain (6.2) with inf σ ≤ A mx(s,q;p1,...,pn) .
Reciprocally, with the same idea and using (6.2), given ν =
The previous inequality holds for every ν ∈ W (B F * ), since the discrete probability measures are dense in W (B F * ). Therefore, from Theorem 6.3 we obtain
for all m ∈ N and A mx(s,q;p1,...,pn) = inf σ.
6.1. A quotient theorem. For linear operators, S ∈ L (E; F ) is (s, p)-mixing summing if and only if T S is absolutely p-summing for all T ∈ Π s (F ; G). In other words
For details we refer to [19, Section 32] and [65] . In this section we show that our approach provides a perfect multilinear extension of this result. We show that the following assertions are equivalent:
• T ∈ L(E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) is multiple (s, q; p 1 , . . . , p n )-mixing summing.
• u • T ∈ L mas(q;p1,...,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; G) for all u ∈ Π s (F ; G) and T ∈ L(E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ). Using a different notation, we will show the following quotient theorem: (6.4) Π mx(s,q;p1,...,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) = (Π s (F ; G)) −1 • L mas(q;p1,...,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; G)
for all E 1 , . . . , E n , F and G.
The quotient theorem (6.4) is a direct consequence of the forthcoming Propositions 6.6 and 6.7. First we need the following lemma:
for all Banach space G and all u ∈ Π r (F ; G). Then, there is a C ≥ 0 such that
Proof. Suppose that (6.5) is not true. So, for all positive integer k there exist Banach spaces F k and u k ∈ Π r (F ; F k ) so that
A ∈ Π mx(s,q;p1,....,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ).
Proof. Let x (j)
i ∈ E j with (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , n} . Consider S :
Since S • A ∈ L mas(q;p1,....,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; ℓ k s ) and invoking Lemma 6.5, there is a constant C > 0 so that for all u ∈ Π s (F ; G) .
Proof. Let x
(j) i ∈ E j with (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , n} . Given ε > 0 there are τ j1,...,jn ∈ K and y j1,...,jn ∈ F so that A(x and making ε → 0 we get (6.6) and (6.7).
6.2. Coherence and compatibility. The polynomial version of multiple mixing summing operators can be stated by using the symmetric multilinear operator associated to the polynomials: Definition 6.8. Let 0 < p ≤ s < ∞. A polynomial P ∈ P( n E; F ) is multiple (s, p)-mixing summing ifP is multiple (s, p; p)-mixing summing. Besides, P mx(s,p) := P mx(s,p;p)
The following proposition, whose proof is standard, shows that, as it happens to multiple summing multilinear operators, coincidence results for multiple mixing summing multilinear operators imply in coincidence results for smaller degrees: Proposition 6.9. If L(E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) = Π mx(s,q;p1,...,pn) (E 1 , . . . , E n ; F ) then L(E k1 , . . . , E kj ; F ) = Π mx(s,q;p k 1 ,...,p k j ) (E k1 , . . . , E kj ; F ) whenever 1 ≤ j < n and {k 1 < · · · < k j } ⊂ {1, . . . , n}.
Similarly to the previous section one can show that P n mx(s,p) , · mx(s,p) ∞ n=1 is coherent and for each n it is compatible with the operator ideal Π mx(s,p) , π mx(s,p) . For example we prove (i) of Definition 2.2: Proposition 6.10. If P ∈ P mx(s,p) ( n E; F ) and a ∈ E, then P a ∈ P mx(s,p) ( n−1 E; F ) and P a mx(s,p) ≤ P mx(s,p) a .
Proof. SinceP ∈ Π mx(s,p) ( n E; F ) we have 
Final comments and directions for further research
The concepts of multiple mixing summing and multiple (p; q; r 1 , . . . , r n )-summing polynomials/multilinear operators, as natural extensions of the notion of multiple summing multilinear operators, can be further investigated following different directions: coincidence theorems, generalizations to holomorphic mappings, or inclusion theorems, among others.
The study of coincidence theorems may follow the lines of [10] combined with the results from the respective linear theories; the study of holomorphic mappings may follow [37] and for inclusion theorems [60] is certainly a good source of inspiration.
We encourage the interested reader to investigate other variants of mixing summability and (p; q; r 1 , . . . , r n )-summability following the lines given in [5, 43, 45, 54] . 
